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Abstract: The aim of the study was to design and build a multi-gas temperature-controllable plasma
jet that can control the gas temperature of plasmas with various gas species, and evaluated its
temperature control performance. In this device, a fluid at an arbitrary controlled temperature is
circulated through the plasma jet body. The gas exchanges heat with the plasma jet body to control
the plasma temperature. Based on this concept, a complex-shaped plasma jet with two channels in
the plasma jet body, a temperature control fluid (TCF) channel, and a gas channel was designed. The
temperature control performance of nitrogen gas was evaluated using computational fluid dynamics
analysis, which found that the gas temperature changed proportionally to the TCF temperature. The
designed plasma jet body was fabricated using metal 3D-printer technology. Using the fabricated
plasma jet body, stable plasmas of argon, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen were generated. By
varying the plasma jet body temperature from −30 ◦C to 90 ◦C, the gas temperature was successfully
controlled linearly in the range of 29–85 ◦C for all plasma gas species. This is expected to further
expand the range of applications of atmospheric low temperature plasma and to improve the plasma
treatment effect.

Keywords: atmospheric plasma; metal 3D printing; temperature-controllable plasma gas

1. Introduction

Plasma has been actively applied in industrial fields, such as semiconductor manu-
facturing and fluorescent lighting. For example, in the field of surface treatment, plasma
is used to harden the surface of materials [1] and surface modification [2]. These surface
treatments are techniques that change the properties of solid surfaces using the action of
the ions and electrons generated by plasma, for which low-pressure plasma has been used.
Low-pressure plasmas are generated at low pressures of 1/1000 atm or less, which enables
uniform surface treatment; however, this has limitations in terms of the types of treatment
objects and throughput.

In recent years, it has become possible to stably generate low-temperature plasmas
under atmospheric pressure; therefore, these plasmas have been applied in various fields
such as medicine, industry, and chemical analysis. For example, in the medical field, they
are used for disinfection [3–5], hemostasis [6], and wound healing [7], and they are used
for surface modification in the industrial field [8]. In the field of chemical analysis, they
have been utilized for surface adhesion analysis [9] and on-site analysis [10]. To increase
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the processing effectiveness of atmospheric low-temperature plasma, the energy applied
to a unit volume can be increased by means such as discharge [11]. For materials that are
resistant to thermal damage, an increase in temperature promotes the reaction with the
reactive species, improving the treatment effect. Ohkubo et al. reported the adhesion of
PTFE using atmospheric pressure plasma controlled at 260 ◦C [12]. A high adhesion effect
and radical density were observed in the high temperature plasma by increasing the input
power. However, this temperature increase is a problem for heat-sensitive materials, such
as biological samples. To solve this problem, cryo-microplasma, in which He gas is cooled
by liquid nitrogen before the plasma is generated, was developed [13,14]. Oshita et al.
developed a temperature-controllable atmospheric plasma source as an advanced plasma
jet [15]. They succeeded in controlling the gas temperature of He plasma in the range of
−54–160 ◦C by cooling with liquid nitrogen and heating with a heater. Another way to
increase the treatment effect of atmospheric low-temperature plasma is to change the gas
species of the plasma. Takamatsu et al. evaluated the effect of plasma gas species on the
surface treatment effect of polyimide films and found that carbon dioxide plasma was
the most effective treatment [16]. Thus, to obtain a high treatment effect without thermal
damage to the target in atmospheric low-temperature plasma application, it is necessary to
control the gas temperature of the plasma and generate plasmas of various gas species.

We developed a multi-gas temperature-controllable plasma jet that can easily control
the gas temperature of plasmas of various gas species over a wide range of temperatures.
In this study, because the temperature of gases other than He can be controlled, the
excessive cooling using liquid nitrogen in the previous study must be avoided. In this
study, to control the gas temperature in the plasma, the gas was stagnated in the plasma
jet body before plasma generation, and heat exchange was performed. To achieve a
wide temperature control range, a plasma jet body was designed and analyzed using
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to improve the temperature control performance.
To fabricate a plasma jet body with a complex shape, a metal 3D printer was used. 3D-
printing technology has attracted increasing attention in manufacturing, including its use
in plasma systems, due to its low cost and high flexibility [17–19]. Recently, a plasma jet for
an endoscope with a diameter of approximately 3 mm produced by a metal 3D printer has
been reported [20]. Nitrogen, carbon dioxide, oxygen, and argon plasmas were generated
using a multi-gas temperature-controllable plasma jet fabricated using a metal 3D printer.
The gas temperature control performance of each plasma sample was evaluated.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Concept of Multi-Gas Temperature-Controllable Plasma Jet

The concept of a multi-gas temperature-controllable plasma jet is shown in Figure 1.
The gas temperature before the plasma generation was controlled in the multi-gas
temperature-controllable plasma jet. To achieve this, the plasma jet body was designed
with a mechanism to change the gas temperature before plasma generation through heat
exchange with the body. In the plasma jet body, there are two channels: a temperature
control fluid (TCF) flow channel and a gas channel used to generate the plasma. The TCF
flow channel spiraled around the gas channel. The plasma jet body was maintained at a
constant temperature by flowing TCF through the TCF channel. The gas introduced into
the plasma jet body reaches the hot and ground electrodes while conducting heat exchange
with the plasma jet body. Plasma is generated by an inter-electrode discharge, and the
afterglow of the plasma flows out of the plasma jet body.
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cross-sectional view. 
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Figure 1. Concept of multi-gas temperature-controllable plasma jet: (a) concept of flow channel; (b) cross-sectional view.

2.2. Evaluation of Temperature Control Performance Using CFD Analysis

CFD analysis is used in the design of plasma devices to understand fluid dynamics
and heat transfer [21]. In this study, CFD analysis using Autodesk CFD (Autodesk Inc.,
San Rafael, CA, USA) was performed to design the flow channels of the plasma jet. To
analyze the heat transfer and gas flow, the continuity, Navier-Stokes, and energy equations
are discretized and calculated by the finite element method. The respective equations for
incompressible fluids are shown below. The continuity equation is

ρ(∇·U) = 0 (1)

where ρ is the density and U is the velocity vector. The Navier-Stokes equation is

ρ
∂U
∂t

+ ρ(∇·U)U = ρg−∇P + µ∇2U (2)

where g are the gravitational acceleration vector, P is pressure, and µ is viscosity. The
energy equation is

∂ρCpT
∂t

+∇·
(
ρCpTU

)
= ∇2kT (3)

where Cp is the constant pressure specific heat, T is the temperature, and k is the thermal
conductivity. For turbulence analysis, these equations were time-averaged. The Reynolds
stress terms generated by this averaging were approximated using the turbulence model
k-ε. A modified Petrov–Galerkin method was used for calculation of the convection term
in the Navier-Stokes equations. In the simplified model shown in Figure 2, the joints and
screws of the parts that did not have a significant effect on the CFD were omitted. The
mesh size of the model was set to “Automatic”, and the parameters are resolution factor:
1.000, edge growth rate: 1.100, minimum points on edge: 2, points on longest edge: 10,
surface limiting aspect: 20. The total number of nodes is 236,971 (fluid nodes: 169,458,
solid nodes: 67,513), and the total number of elements is 1,008,496 (fluid elements: 532,224,
solid elements: 476,272). In the analysis of the low-temperature side (−30–0 ◦C), 80 wt%
ethanol was used as the TCF and supplied to the TCF channel at a rate of 0.5 L/min.
For the analysis of the high-temperature side (0–90 ◦C), water was used as the TCF and
supplied to the TCF flow channel at a rate of 0.5 L/min. The TCF was supplied to the
plasma jet body using an insulated silicon rubber tube. The pressure at the outlet surface
of the TCF flow channel was set to 0 Pa, and there was no pressure loss in the temperature-
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controlled fluid flow. Dry nitrogen gas at 3 L/min and 24 ◦C was used as the gas for plasma
generation. The plasma jet body was made of aluminum and surrounded by a 5 mm-thick
porous ethylene propylene diene rubber insulation material. The thermal conductivity
of the insulation material was set to 0.032 W/m·k. However, no insulation was placed
on the surface where the plasma outlet was placed and on the upper surface because
these surfaces are impediments to plasma processing in practical use. To analyze the heat
transfer to the external gas, the plasma jet was placed in a nitrogen external fluid. Nitrogen
at a temperature of 24 ◦C and humidity of 60% was used as the external fluid to match
the operating environment. The surface of the external fluid was analyzed assuming no
pressure loss. To clarify the effect of the temperature of the TCF on the gas before plasma
generation, the temperature of the plasma jet body and gas temperature were calculated by
varying the TCF from−30 to 90 ◦C. The temperature at the 2 mm point of the plasma outlet
was calculated. A component analysis was performed on the plasma jet body, and the
average temperature was calculated. It should be noted that the plasma was not considered
in the CFD in this study.
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dynamics (CFD) analysis: (a) front view; (b) side view.

2.3. Temperature Control Performance of Multi-Gas Temperature-Controllable Plasma Jet

The temperature control performance of the multi-gas temperature-controllable plasma
jet was evaluated. The designed plasma jet produced 3 L/min (standard) plasmas of carbon
dioxide, argon, nitrogen, and oxygen. The plasma jet body temperature was varied from
−30 to 90 ◦C, and the change in the plasma gas temperature was measured. For the TCF, an
80 wt% ethanol solution and water were used for the plasma jet body temperature range of
−30–0 and 10–90 ◦C, respectively. The temperature of the TCF was controlled using a low-
temperature thermostatic bath (NCB-2410B, TOKYO RIKAKIKAI CO, LTD., Tokyo, Japan)
and a thermostatic bath (NCB-1210B, TOKYO RIKAKIKAI CO, LTD., Tokyo, Japan) at
−30–0 ◦C and 10–90 ◦C, respectively.

The temperature of the plasma jet body was measured using a K-type thermocou-
ple attached to the side of the body and a logger (RX-450K, AS ONE CORPORATION,
Osaka, Japan). The TCF temperature was measured using a K-type thermocouple in the
TCF channel immediately before the plasma jet body. The plasma gas temperature was
measured using a K-type thermocouple at a distance of 2 mm from the plasma outlet
120 s after the plasma was generated. The temperature at each gas irradiation without the
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plasma generation was also measured under the same conditions. The ambient temperature
and humidity were 22 ◦C and 60%, respectively. The plasma jet body was covered with
insulation material to reduce the influence of the surrounding environment.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Evaluation of Temperature Control Performance Using CFD Analysis

CFD analysis was performed to design the flow path of the multi-gas temperature-
controllable plasma jet. Figure 3a,b show the temperature distribution in the cross-section
of the plasma jet when a TCF of −30 ◦C and 90 ◦C flows in the TCF channel, respectively.
When a TCF of −30 ◦C was supplied, the average temperature of the plasma jet body
decreased to −29.1 ◦C. The gas temperature 2 mm from the plasma outlet was −23.0 ◦C.
When a TCF of 90 ◦C was supplied, the temperature of the plasma body was 89.5 ◦C. The
gas temperature at 2 mm from the plasma outlet was 82.1 ◦C. In each case, it was shown
that the gas temperature approached the room temperature of 24 ◦C as the distance from
the plasma outlet increased.
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Figure 3. Evaluation of plasma jet body using CFD analysis: (a) temperature distribution at tempera-
ture control fluid (TCF) of −30 ◦C; (b) temperature distribution at TCF of 90 ◦C; (c) gas temperature
at a distance of 2 mm from the plasma outlet calculated by CFD.

Figure 3c shows the relationship between the TCF temperature and gas temperature
at a distance of 2 mm from the plasma outlet. As the TCF temperature increased, the gas
temperature increased proportionally. The CFD analysis shows that the gas temperature
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before the plasma generation can be easily changed using a plasma jet body containing a
TCF channel. It has been reported that the gas temperature of the plasma can be changed
by varying the gas temperature before the plasma generation [15]. The gas temperature of
the plasma can also be controlled by varying the TCF temperature used in the designed
plasma jet.

3.2. Fabrication of Multi-Gas Temperature-Controllable Plasma Jet

The CFD analysis showed that the gas temperature could be controlled by the TCF
temperature. Therefore, a multi-gas temperature-controllable plasma jet containing a TCF
channel and a gas channel was fabricated. This device is difficult to fabricate by general
machining due to the complex flow channels inside the plasma jet body. The plasma jet
body was fabricated using a direct metal-printing 3D printer (Prox300 from 3DSystems
Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) that sintered the metal powder with a laser. The plasma jet
body was fabricated by SOLIZE Corporation, Tokyo, Japan. The metal powder used was
aluminum–silicon alloy (AlSi12), which has excellent thermal conductivity. In the particle
size distribution of metal powder, D10, D50, D90 were 9 µm, 20 µm, and 36 µm, respectively.
When the metal powder is reused, it is sieved to remove foreign matter. The parameters
of the 3D printer are 40 µm thickness per layer. The standard tolerance of the built object
is ±0.3 mm. The parts that required high precision, such as screws and parts that needed
to be airtight, were fabricated using machine tools. The fabricated plasma jet is shown in
Figure 4a. The plasma was generated by applying a sinusoidal wave of 9 kV and 16 kHz to
the hot electrode of the fabricated plasma jet. Figure 4b shows the generated plasmas of
carbon dioxide, argon, nitrogen, and oxygen. Stable plasma generation was observed in
the plasma jet body with multiple channels formed by a metal 3D printer.
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Figure 4. Metal 3D-printed multi-gas temperature-controllable plasma jet: (a) outside view; (b) plasma generation for
various gas species.

3.3. Temperature Control Performance of Multi-Gas Temperature-Controllable Plasma Jet

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the TCF temperature, the plasma jet body
temperature, and the gas temperature before and after the plasma generation. The results
of the CFD analysis are also plotted in the N2 result. The gas and plasma gas temperatures
of carbon dioxide, argon, nitrogen, and oxygen were varied in the ranges of −17–77 and
29–108,−18–74.5 and 3–85,−20–78 and 28–108, and−21–78 and 17–106 ◦C, respectively, by
varying the plasma jet body temperature from −30 ◦C to 90 ◦C. Assuming that the plasma
jet body temperature affects the plasma gas temperature, a single regression analysis was
performed. The coefficients of determination for each approximation line are listed in
Table 1. In the case of gas irradiation, the coefficients of determination for the R2 values
were greater than 0.99 for all gas species. The gas temperatures of the plasmas had a
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coefficient of determination for the R2 values greater than 0.98 for all gas species. These
results show that the approximation line fits effectively and that the plasma jet body
temperature, gas temperature, and plasma gas temperature vary proportionally. The gas
temperature of the plasma was indirectly controlled by controlling the temperature of the
plasma jet body. The instability of the plasma gas temperature was observed when the
plasma jet body temperature was between −10 ◦C and 20 ◦C because of the water droplets
that condensed on the plasma jet body near the plasma outlet. These water droplets were
caught in the gas flow of the plasma, causing instability in the plasma temperature. When
the measured nitrogen gas temperature was compared with the CFD temperature control
performance, a decrease in the temperature control performance of approximately 3 ◦C
and 5 ◦C was observed at a plasma jet body temperature of −30 and 90 ◦C, respectively.
The CFD results and actual measurements were not in perfect agreement. This may be
due to the fact that the CFD does not reproduce external disturbances such as the air flow
around the plasma jet.
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Table 1. Coefficient of determination between plasma jet body temperature and gas temperature for
each gas species.

CO2 Ar N2 O2

Gas 0.9975 0.9967 0.9981 0.9996

Plasma 0.9828 0.9898 0.9861 0.9893

For all gas species, a temperature increase was observed when the plasma was gen-
erated. The ranges of the temperature increase for carbon dioxide, argon, nitrogen, and
oxygen at the plasma jet body temperature of −30 ◦C were 46, 22, 49, and 37 ◦C, respec-
tively. The range of temperature increase for carbon dioxide, argon, nitrogen, and oxygen
at the plasma jet body temperature of 20 ◦C, which was close to the room temperature,
was 31, 15, 41, and 34 ◦C, respectively. The temperature increase for carbon dioxide, argon,
nitrogen, and oxygen at the plasma jet body temperature of 90 ◦C was 31, 10, 31, and
28 ◦C, respectively. For all gas species of plasma, the range of temperature increase due
to plasma generation decreased as the gas temperature increased. One of the reasons for
this phenomenon may be the influence of the room temperature through mixing with the
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ambient air. To achieve lower or higher plasma gas temperatures, it is necessary to vary
the temperature of the TCF significantly.

By lowering the temperature of the plasma jet body to −30 ◦C, a plasma gas tempera-
ture of less than 30 ◦C can be achieved, and irradiation of heat-sensitive processing materials
such as plants is possible. Gas temperatures up to 108 ◦C can be achieved in carbon diox-
ide and nitrogen plasmas, which is useful for studying the conditions for improving the
treatment effect. In the future, the developed multi-gas temperature-controllable plasma
jet will be applied in medical and agriculture applications. Additionally, it is necessary to
clarify the gas species and gas temperature of the plasma to maximize the treatment effect.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we developed a multi-gas temperature-controllable plasma jet that can
generate plasma of various gas species at an arbitrary controlled temperature. A multi-gas
temperature-controllable plasma jet was designed using CFD analysis with a TCF channel
spiraled around the gas channel. The designed plasma jet was fabricated using metal
3D-printer technology. In the multi-gas temperature-controllable plasma jet, the stable
generation of the plasma of nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and argon was successfully
achieved. The temperature of the plasma gas can be easily changed by controlling the
temperature of the supplied TCF. Additionally, the gas temperature after plasma generation
changed linearly by changing the TCF temperature. The gas temperature of the plasma
was controlled between a minimum of 3 ◦C and a maximum of 108 ◦C by varying the
plasma jet body temperature from −30 to 90 ◦C. The gas temperature was increased by
the plasma generation. The range of the temperature increase obtained for carbon dioxide,
argon, nitrogen, and oxygen was 31, 15, 41, and 34 ◦C, respectively, when the plasma
jet body temperature was 20 ◦C. These results indicate that the gas temperature control
characteristics of plasma vary significantly depending on the gas species.

It was shown that it is possible to design and fabricate plasma jets with a higher level of
flexibility. A multi-gas temperature-controllable plasma jet of any shape can be fabricated
for plasma applications in medicine, agriculture, and material processing. The use of
multi-gas temperature-controllable plasma jets is expected to control the gas temperature
of the plasma of various gas species and achieve stable treatment effects without damaging
the treated object. In the future, we will study the gas species and temperature of the
plasma for various applications such as hemostasis, disinfection, surface treatment, and
plant genome editing.
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